
To some degree, every class is really an all levels class. 

We are constantly invited to teach to a wide range of physiques, skill levels, fitness levels, and back-
grounds.  

Here are some tips and worksheets to get better at this:

• Plan optional “add-ons” (see worksheet)

• Invite students to relax at any time in class

• Optional vinyasa - you must define what this is

• Teach personal accountability/student responsibility 

• Strike a balance between repetition in your sequences (which brings strength, stamina and   

confidence) and variety (new poses and challenges that keeps things fresh)

• Hold poses long enough so that students can get the basic form of the pose without getting   

over-tired

• Keep the overall vibe positive, encouraging, engaging, motivational, light-hearted and forgiving

• Frame challenges within the context of ego work vs. physical work for athletic and driven stu-

dents.  Explain that it is just as hard to hold back for a stronger student as it is for a beginner to 

accomplish the basic form.  

• Support students in understanding their inner dialouge and self-talk.

• Come up with a plan, and allow yourself to throw the plan out the window if it is not serving          

the students in real time.

All Levels Homework

Journal on the importance of resting in yoga.  Why do we want students to rest?

ALL LEVELS DROP-IN CLASSES
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Come up with three positive/welcoming phrases to encourage students to rest when they need to.  Give 
an example of how they can rest.

1.

2.

3.

Reflect on personal responsibility in yoga.   Do you recall having had to learn how to perhaps feel your 
body, let alone listen to it?

Come up with 3 succinct phrases that can teach a student the importance of accountablity and listening 
to the body.

1.    

2.

3.

Journal on the edges that you faced as a beginner yogi.  

Where were you discouraged? Do you recall your edges of growth?  Was it physical stamina, strength 
or flexibility?  All of the above?  Where did you feel the agitation of ego?  What was its language?  (I’m 
better than this, not good enough for this, etc.)  What was your default self-talk?  What made that soften/
dissolve? 
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Journal on your edges now.

How has your relationship with your challenges changed?  Identify the aspects of practice that make your 
growth edges less “edgy.”  Has your self-talk/inner dialouge changed?  Or do you have different ways to look 
at it?  What tools support the softening around inner dialouge?  Reflect back to a pose that is relatively easy 
to hold now and see if you can remember a time when it was difficult.  

From the above two contemplations, come up with phrases that might support a student in his or her pro-
cess in an all levels class.  Ideally we can see where student are, and encourage them to develop mindfulness 
around their situations.

Practice the following poses:

Utkatasana
Parsvakonasana
Adho Mukha Svanasana
Trikonasana
Vrksasana
Sun salute/vinyasa
Ardha Matseyndrasana

Within each of these poses, locate 3 stages:
1. basic form of pose
2. one step down
3. one step up

Generally,  you will teach the basic form.  Some students need a step down, which you should know.  
As the class progresses and  you see more advanced students, you may offer one (or more) steps up.  
If one step down requires a prop, visualize that before class.
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